LOOK who’s presenting…
at the LARGEST interdisciplinary rehabilitation research conference in the world…

PLENARY I

PAMELA W. DUNCAN, PHD
Wake Forest School of Medicine

JOY HAMMEL, PHD, OTR/L
University of Illinois at Chicago

LISA I. IEZZONI, MD, MSC
Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital

ALAN JETTE, PT, PHD, MPH
Boston University School of Public Health

FEATuRED SESSION: FUNDING

ALISON CERNICH, PHD
National Institutes of Health (NIH)

JOHN TSCHIDA
National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR)

THERESA BRININGER, PHD
US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command

ART KRAMER, PHD
University of Illinois

SPECIAL SYMPOSIA: JUST A FEW of the many rock star presenters

DANIEL CORCOS, PHD
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL

MARK T. D’ESPOSITO, PHD
University of California, Berkeley

DOUGLAS KATZ, MD, FACRM, FAAN
Boston University School of Medicine, Braintree Rehabilitation Hospital

KEITH CICERONE, PHD, ABPP-CN, FACRM
JFK Johnson Rehabilitation Institute Edison

Final conference agenda and complete speaker list to be announced. Meanwhile, check out the SNEAK PEEK ACRM.org/program

BEST RATES now in effect. SAVE 50% As low as $399 student member / From $599 member
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